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What are the 
current exhibitions 
at Prado Museum?
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User’s Request 

Results 



Change the search algorithm.

How can we know whether we made 
the users happier?



HiPPO-driven Entrepreneurship

• Highest Paid Person’s Opinion
– Often wrong



Data-driven Entrepreneurship
•  Avinash Kaushik (author and entrepreneur)

–  “80% of the time we were wrong about what a customer 
wanted”

•  QualPro (management consultancy) 
–  tested 150,000 ideas over 22 years
–  75% of important business decisions and business 

improvement ideas either have no impact on performance 
or actually hurt performance.

•  Google
–  Google ran approximately 12,000 experiments in 2009, 

with [only] about 10% of these leading to business changes.

•  Microsoft
–  At Microsoft only 1/3 of ideas were positive ideas and 

statistically significant



MSN Real Estate

•  “Find a house” widget variations

A B

Ronny Kohavi, Microsoft

A was 8.5% better.



MSN Home Page Search Box

A

B

Ronny Kohavi, Microsoft

No significant difference



Office Online

A B

Ronny Kohavi, Microsoft

A was 64% better



Key Lessons from Industry

• Don’t trust the HiPPO
•  Experiment often

–  To have a great idea, have a lot of 
them -- Thomas Edison

• Avoid building optimal features 
without early testing

•  Try radical ideas
–  If you're not prepared to be wrong, 

you'll never come up with  anything 
original -- Sir Ken Robinson



Scientific Method

Finding a new law:
1.  We guess it. 
2.  We compute the 

consequences of the 
guess

3.  We compare the result 
of the computation to 
observation

4.  If it disagrees with 
experiment it is wrong.



“What you can’t 
measure you can’t 

improve”
Lord Kelvin
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Different approaches 
to evaluation

• User-studies

• Collection-based 
evaluation

•  In-situ evaluation
– A/B Testing
–  Interleaving



Outline

PART I
1.  Collection-based Evaluation
2.  Comparative Evaluation

PART II
3.  Observable User Behavior
4.  A/B Testing
5.  Interleaving
6.  Comparative Studies



1. Collection-based Evaluation



Happiness: elusive to 
measure

• Most common proxy: 
relevance of search results
– But how do we test 

relevance?

Sec. 8.1



Static Test Collections

Machine Learning

•  Feature vectors

•  Labels

Information Retrieval

•  Documents
•  Queries

•  Labels
–  relevance 
    judgments

Query 1 Query 2 Query N



Static Test Collections

Computer Vision

•  Images

•  Labels

Information Retrieval

•  Documents
•  Queries

•  Labels
–  relevance 
    judgments

Query 1 Query 2 Query N



SE Evaluation/Optimization

Id Query Relevant
Web Pages

Not 
Relevant
Web Pages

1 prado •  https://www.museodelprado.es

2 real 
madrid

•  http://www.realmadrid.com/en
•  http://www.goal.com/en/

teams/spain/real-madrid/2016
•  http://bleacherreport.com/real-

madrid

3 uned •  http://portal.uned.es/
•  https://twitter.com/uned

4
malasaña 
restauran
ts

•  http://www.lonelyplanet.com/
spain/madrid/malasana-chueca/
restaurants

•  http://www.tripadvisor.com/
Travel-g187514-d246519/
Madrid:Spain:Malasana.html

•  http://www.labarraca.es/

5
flamenco 
madrid 
or sevilla

•  http://www.fodors.com/is-it-
better-to-see-flamenco-in-
seville-or-madrid.cfm

•  http://www.tripadvisor.com/
Best_Flamenco_Shows_Madrid_or
_Seville-Spain.html

… …

Results 
(Run)

http://wikitravel.org/en/
Seville

http://
www.tripadvisor.com/
Best_Flamenco_Shows_Ma
drid_or_Seville-Spain.html

http://
www.whatmadrid.com/
flamenco-madrid.html

http://
www.deflamenco.com/
en_index.html



Test Collection Construction

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.

Skewed Data



Queries and Doc. Collection

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



Relevance Judgments

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



Relevance

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



Evaluation Measures

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



Part 1: Evaluation Measures

• Evaluation measures
1.  Traditional evaluation measures
2.  Model-based measures
3.  Novelty and Diversity-based measures
4.  Session-based measures

• Evaluation of evaluation measures



The measure defines the 
problem:

– An adequate measure is 
fundamental towards solving 
the problem

– An inadequate measure implies 
focusing on the wrong problem 

What is temperature?

Courtesy: Julio Gonzalo



Precision and Recall

• Precision (P): fraction of 
retrieved documents 
that are relevant 

• Recall (R): fraction of 
relevant documents that 
are retrieved
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High precision vs. high recall retrieval

•  There is usually a tradeoff between precision and recall 
–  by returning more documents, recall increases 

(monotonically) 
–  by returning fewer documents, often (not always) precision 

increases

•  High precision search 
•  (web search)

–  usually user only looks at very few top results : e.g. 
precision@3 

–  repository is large, easy to find some relevant pages 
–  imperfect recall is often tolerable 

•  High (total) recall search 
•  (vanity, e-discovery, health, patent, legal)

–  total recall challenge: find documents that are not 
”obvious” matches 

•  http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/~gvcormac/total-recall/



Precision and Recall for rankings

• Precision/recall assume that:
– We retrieve a fixed set of documents; and
– The user examines all of them.

– However, more typically we return a 
ranked list (open-ended); and

– The user examines the top with higher 
probability than the bottom



Average Precision

• Average Precision (AP) = Average of 
precisions at relevant documents
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Beyond Binary Relevance

• Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)
–  Used by many web search companies

• Graded relevance judgments as opposed to binary
–  Emphasis on retrieving highly relevant documents 

–  Two assumptions:
• Graded relevance as a measure of the usefulness 

or gain from examining a document; hence the 
higher the better

• The lower the ranked position of a document, the 
less useful it is for the user, since it is less likely 
to be examined



Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)

• DCG is the total gain accumulated at a 
particular rank k:

non-linear 
gain

discount

DCG@k =
kX

rank r=1

2relr � 1

log2(1 + r)



Discounted Cumulative Gain
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Normalized DCG

•  Normalizes DCG against the best possible 
DCG result (the perfect ranking) for the 
query 
–  0<=NDCG<=1
–  makes averaging easier for queries with different 

numbers of relevant documents



Part 1: Evaluation Measures

• Evaluation measures
1.  Traditional evaluation measures
2.  Model-based measures
3.  Novelty and Diversity-based measures
4.  Session-based measures

• Evaluation of evaluation measures



Measures of Effectiveness

• Determine how good the system is at 
finding and ranking relevant 
documents

• A good effectiveness measure should 
correlate with the user’s experience

• Thus interest in effectiveness 
measures based on explicit models of 
user interaction



Model-based Measures

1.  A browsing model that describes how a 
user interacts with results;

2.  A model of document utility, describing 
how a user derives utility from individual 
relevant documents;

3.  A utility accumulation model that describes 
how a user accumulates utility in the 
course of browsing



Model Browsing Behavior

Position-based models

The chance of observing a 
document depends on the 

position of the document in 
the ranked list.
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Ranked Biased Precision Model

1
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
…

1.  Toss a biased coin (θ)

2.  If HEADS, observe next 
document

3.  IF TAILS, stop



Ranked Biased Precision Model
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RBP – Expected Utility at Stopping
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Model Browsing Behavior

Cascade-based models1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
…

Ranking 1 Ranking 2
URL CTR URL CTR

uk.myspace.com 0.97 www.myspace.com 0.97
www.myspace.com 0.11

Figure 2: Illustration of the problem with position-
based models. The query is myspace in the UK mar-
ket. See text for discussion.

dency among URLs on a search results page. In its generic
form, the cascade model assumes that the user views search
results from top to bottom and at each position, the user
has a certain probability of being satisfied. Let Ri be this
probability at position i.2 Once the user is satisfied with
a document, he/she terminates the search and documents
below this result are not examined regardless of their posi-
tion. It is of course natural to expect Ri to be an increasing
function of the relevance grade, and indeed in what follows
we will assimilate it to the often loosely-defined notion of
“relevance”. This generic version of the cascade model is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The cascade user model

Require: R1, . . . , R10 the relevance of the 10 URLs on the
result page.

1: i = 1
2: User examines position i.
3: if random(0,1) ≤ Ri then
4: User is satisfied with the document in position i and

stops.
5: else
6: i ← i + 1; go to 2
7: end if

Two instantiations of this model have been presented in
[12, 8]. In the former, Ri is the same as the attractiveness
defined above for position-based models: it measures a prob-
ability of click which can be interpreted as the relevance of
the snippet. In that model, it is assumed that the user is al-
ways satisfied after clicking. It can however be the case that
the snippet looks attractive, but that the user does not find
any relevant information on the corresponding landing page.
This is the reason why an extended cascade model has been
proposed in [8, Section 5], in which the user might not be
satisfied after clicking. More precisely, there is a probability,
depending on the landing page, that the user will go back
to the search result list after clicking. The Ri in Algorithm
1 have now to be understood as the relevance probability of
the landing page.

In both models a document satisfies the user with prob-
ability Ri. The values Ri can be estimated by maximum
likelihood on the click logs. Alternatively, as we will do in
the next section, the Ri values can be set as a function of the
editorial grade of the URL. For a given set of Ri, the likeli-
hood of a session for which the user is satisfied and stops at
position r is:

r−1
Y

i=1

(1 − Ri)Rr, (2)

2The probability is in fact a function of the i-th document
d(i). However, for simplicity we shorten Rd(i) to Ri.

which is simply the probability the the user is not satisfied
with the first r− 1 results and is satisfied with the r-th one.

4. PROPOSED METRIC
We now introduce our proposed metric based on the cas-

cade model described in the previous section. A key step
is the definition of the probability that a user finds a doc-
ument relevant as a function of the editorial grade of that
document. Let gi be the grade of the i-th document, then:

Ri := R(gi), (3)

where R is a mapping from relevance grades to probability of
relevance. R can be chosen in different ways; in accordance
with the gain function for DCG used in [4], we might take
it to be:

R(g) :=
2g − 1
2gmax

, g ∈ {0, . . . , gmax}. (4)

When the document is non-relevant (g = 0), the probability
that the user finds it relevant is 0, while when the document
is extremely relevant (g = 4 if a 5 point scale is used), then
the probability of relevance is near 1.

We first define the metric in a more general way by con-
sidering a utility function ϕ of the position. This function
typically satisfies ϕ(1) = 1 and ϕ(r) → 0 as r goes to +∞.

Definition 1 (Cascade based metric). Given a util-
ity function ϕ, a cascade based metric is the expectation of
ϕ(r), where r is the rank where the user finds the document
he was looking for. The underlying user model is the cascade
model (2), where the Ri are given by (3).

In the rest of this paper we will be considering the special
case ϕ(r) = 1/r, but there is nothing particular about that
choice and, for instance, we could have instead picked ϕ(r) =

1
log2(r+1) as in the discount function of DCG.

Definition 2 (Expected Reciprocal Rank).
The Expected Reciprocal Rank is a cascade based metric with
ϕ(r) = 1/r.

It may not seem straightforward to compute ERR from
the previous definition because there is an expectation. How-
ever it can easily be computed as follows:

ERR :=
n

X

r=1

1
r

P (user stops at position r),

where n is the number of documents in the ranking. The
probability that the user stops at position r is given by the
definition of the cascade model (2). Plugging that value into
the above equation, we finally obtain:

ERR :=
n

X

r=1

1
r

r−1
Y

i=1

(1 − Ri)Rr. (5)

A näıve computation using the above requires O(n2) oper-
ations. But as shown in Algorithm 2, ERR can easily be
computed in O(n) time.

Compared to position-based metrics such as DCG and
RBP for which the discount depends only the position, the
discount in ERR depends on the relevance of documents



Expected Reciprocal Rank Model
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ERR – Expected Effort
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Expected Browsing Utility Model



Click model-based Measures



Time-based Measures



Choosing Parameter Values
•  All user models have parameters

–  Metrics evaluated at fixed parameter values
–  Evaluation w.r.t. an average user 

•  Different approaches:
–  Predefine parameters

•  ERR: 

–  Use click log; fit a model to gaps between clicks 
(Zhang et al., IRJ, 2010)

–  Minimize variance in evaluation (Kanoulas & 
Aslam, CIKM ’09)
€ 

ϑg =
2g −1
2gmax

,    g∈ 0,...,gmax{ }



Choosing Parameter Values

•  Users behave very differently when they search
–  Distribution of parameters (users) need to be 

considered

•  A different approach
–  Mine Web Query logs
–  Learn a distribution of the parameters
–  Use this distribution to evaluate the quality of 

systems



Patience Distribution for RBP

• Goal: produce a posterior distribution 
for θ

• Start with a uniform distribution for θ
• Update it based on logged data



Posterior Distribution of Patience θ 
for RBP

P(θ | r,c)∝P(c |θ, r)P(θ | r)

P(c |θ, r) = NB(r,θ ) ),()|( βαθ BetarP =
•  Start with uniform 

prior (α=β=1)

P(θ | E) = P(θ | c) = P(θ | r,c)P(r | c)
r=0

∞

∑
The probability that 

user skips r document

Probability distribution of the number 
of successes in a sequence of 

Bernoulli trials before r failures 
occurs.



Posterior Distribution of Patience θ 
for RBP

)|(),|(),|( rPrEPErP θθθ ∝

),(),|( θθ rNBrEP = ),()|( βαθ BetarP =

•  If there are m queries, with r number 
of failures, and ci number of 
successes, i=1..m

),(),|(
1

mrcBetaErP
m

i
i ++= ∑

=

βαθ



Posterior Distribution for Impatience: RBP

• Using the AOL log



Distribution of RBP

• For some TREC system



Posterior Distribution for Impatience: ERR

• Using a Bing log



Distribution of ERR

• For some TREC system



Marginal Distribution Analysis

•  Given two systems, over all choices of θ

–  What is P(M1 > M2)?

–  What is P((M1 - M2)>t)?



Marginal Distribution Analysis

• Marginal distribution over values of a 
measure

• Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the 
distribution
–  Sample values of θ, calculate M
–  Infer P(M) over many trials
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Marginal Distribution Analysis

• Patience uniformly distributed
• S1=[R N N N N N N N N N]
• S2=[N R R R R R R R R R]



Marginal Distribution Analysis



Part 1: Evaluation Measures

• Evaluation measures
1.  Traditional evaluation measures
2.  Model-based measures
3.  Novelty and Diversity-based measures
4.  Session-based measures

• Evaluation of evaluation measures



I want to 
understand all 

aspects of 
European crisis 

How about 
redundancy?

•  The redundancy 
problem:
–  the first relevant 

document contains 
some useful 
information

–  every document with 
the same information 
after that is worth less 
to the user

• Novelty retrieval



How about diversity?

• Queries are inherently 
ambiguous or faceted
– An automatic system can 

never know the user’s 
intent

• Diversification attempts 
to retrieve results that 
may be relevant to a 
space of possible 
intents



Intent-Aware Measures

• Assume there is a probability 
distribution P(i|Q) over intents for a 
query Q
– Probability that a randomly-sampled user 

means intent i when submitting query Q
• The intent-aware version of a measure 

is its weighted average over this 
distribution



Precision@10-IA = 0.35*0.3 + 0.10*0.2 
   + 0.45*0.2 + 0.08*0.1 + 0.02*0.2 = 0.227



α-nDCG

• α-nDCG is a generalization of nDCG 
that accounts for both novelty and 
diversity

• α is a geometric penalization for 
redundancy
– Redefine the gain of a document:

• +1 for each intent it is relevant to
• ×(1-α) for each document higher in the 

ranking that intent already appeared in

• Discount is the same as usual
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+1
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Finding intents and probabilities



Finding intents and probabilities



Part 1: Evaluation Measures

• Evaluation measures
1.  Traditional evaluation measures
2.  Model-based measures
3.  Novelty and Diversity-based measures
4.  Session-based measures

• Evaluation of evaluation measures



Paris Luxurious HotelsParis HiltonJ LoParis



Session-based Evaluation
•  Focus on serving the best results for a 

one-shot query

• Users frequently reformulate their initial 
query

• Questions:
–  Can we measure the effectiveness of a 

retrieval system over a sequence of 
reformulations (session)?

–  Can we optimize systems to provide better 
results over a session?



From single queries to sessions

• TREC Session Track 2010-2014
– Goal:

• Extend the evaluation framework from one 
query evaluation to multi-query session 
evaluation

• Construct appropriate test collections
• Establish new evaluation measures



Construct appropriate test collections

Rethink of evaluation measures



Construct appropriate test collections

Rethink of evaluation measures



Experiment



Experiment



Simulation



Construct appropriate test collections

Rethink of evaluation measures



What is a good system?

How can we measure “goodness”?



Measuring “goodness”

The user steps down a ranked list of 
documents, observes each one of them 
until a decision point and either

a)  abandons the search, or

b)  reformulates 

While stepping down or sideways, the user 
accumulates utility 



Experiment



What are the challenges?





Session DCG
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Session DCG
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Existing measures

• Session DCG [Järvelin et al ECIR 2008]
The user steps down the ranked list until 
rank k and reformulates [Deterministic; no 
early abandonment]



Model-based measures

Probabilistic space of users following 
different paths

•  Ω is the space of all paths
•  P(ω) is the prob of a user following a path ω 

in Ω
•  U(ω) is the utility of path ω in Ω

€ 

esM = P(ω )U(ω )
ω∈Ω

∑

[Yang and Lad, ICTIR 2009]



Expected Global Utility

1.  User steps down ranked results one-by-
one

2.  Stops browsing documents based on a 
stochastic process that defines a stopping 
probability distribution over ranks and 
reformulates

3.  Gains something from relevant documents, 
accumulating utility

 



Expected Global Utility

•  The probability of a user following a path 
ω:

P(ω) = P(r1, r2, ..., rK) 
ri is the stopping and reformulation point in 

list i
–  Assumption: stopping positions in each list 

are independent
P(r1, r2, ..., rK) = P(r1)P(r2)...P(rK)

–  Use geometric distribution (RBP) to model 
the stopping and reformulation behavior

€ 

P(ri = r) = (1-ϑ)ϑ
k−1
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Existing measures

• Session DCG [Järvelin et al ECIR 2008]
The user steps down the ranked list until 
rank k and reformulates [Deterministic; no 
early abandonment]

• Expected global utility [Yang and Lad ICTIR 
2009]
The user steps down a ranked list of 
documents until a decision point and 
reformulates [Stochastic; no early 
abandonment]



Model-based measures

Probabilistic space of users following 
different paths

•  Ω is the space of all paths
•  P(ω) is the prob of a user following a path ω 

in Ω
•  Mω is a measure over a path ω

esM =
�

���

P (�)M�

[Kanoulas et al. SIGIR 2011]



Probability of a path
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Existing measures

•  Session DCG [Järvelin et al ECIR 2008]
The user steps down the ranked list until rank k and 
reformulates [Deterministic; no early abandonment]

•  Expected global utility [Yang and Lad ICTIR 2009]
The user steps down a ranked list of documents until a 
decision point and reformulates [Stochastic; no early 
abandonment]

•  Expected session measures [Kanoulas et al. SIGIR 2011]
The user steps down a ranked list of documents until a 
decision point and either abandons the query or 
reformulates [Stochastic; allows early abandonment]



Part 1: Evaluation Measures

• Evaluation measures
1.  Traditional evaluation measures
2.  Model-based measures
3.  Novelty and Diversity-based measures
4.  Session-based measures

• Evaluation of evaluation measures



Meta-evaluation

• Evaluate how good evaluation 
measures are
1.  Evaluate the models based on query logs
2.  Compare with side-by-side
3.  Compare their discriminative power
4.  Compare their informativeness



1. Query-log evaluation of models

•  Log-likelihood
–  how well a model approximates observed 

data
•  Perplexity

–  how surprised a model is to see a click at 
rank r in a session s

• Correlation with click-metrics



1. Query-log evaluation of models



2. Side-by-side

•  Side-by-side
–  Predict choice



2. Side-by-side

Users nDCG P(10) ERR
Agree 160 65% 131 62% 164 66%
Rnk eql 21 9% 18 9% 21 9%
Disgree 66 27% 61 29% 62 25%

247 210 247

Users α-nDCG IA-PC
Agree 50 64% 28 60%
Rnk eq 4 5% 1 2%
Disgree 24 31% 18 38%

78 47



3. Discriminative power



4. Informativeness
•  A ranked list of relevance judgments defines a 

search engine performance

•  How much does a measure reduce one’s 
uncertainty in the underlying list of relevance?
–  Informative measures: large reduction in uncertainty

–  Non-informative measures: little or no reduction in 
uncertainty



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents. 
What is the probability of 
relevance of each document 
in the list?



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents. 
What is the probability of 
relevance of each document 
in the list?

No additional information. 
Most natural answer 1/2.



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents.
R of them are relevant. 
What is the probability of 
relevance of each document 
in the list?



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents.
R of them are relevant. 
What is the probability of 
relevance of each document 
in the list?

Most natural answer R/N.



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents.
R of them are relevant. 
The average precision of the 
system is ap. What is the 
probability of relevance of each 
document in the list?



Informativeness

A system retrieves N documents.
R of them are relevant. 
The average precision of the 
system is ap. What is the 
probability of relevance of each 
document in the list?

If ap is high, then top 
documents are more likely to 
be relevant. But how can we 
find the most reasonable 
distribution?



The Maximum Entropy Method
•  The most “reasonable” distribution satisfying the 

given constraints

•  Principle of Maximal Ignorance
–  Pick distribution which is least predictable (most random) 

subject to constraints

•  How to measure randomness?  Entropy

•  Thus, max entropy distribution subject to 
constraints



Setup for AP Constraint
•  Goal:

–  Given the average precision value (ap) of a list, infer 
probability of relevance of document at rank i

•  Maximum entropy setup:
–  Maximize

•   

–  Subject to

•     

•   



Actual and Inferred P-R Curves



Actual and Inferred P-R Curves



Setup for Cascade and Intent-Aware Measures



Setup for Cascade and Intent-Aware Measures



Actual and Inferred P-R Curves



Part 2. Relevance Judgments

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



How many documents to judge?

• Many measures are based on
– Recall : “out of all good documents in the 

collection, how many did the algorithm 
find? ”

– all good documents in the collection need 
to be identified



Choosing Query-Document Pairs
•  Deterministic

1.  Depth-k pooling (standard method)
2.  Evaluating without judgments (automatic eval)
3.  Finding relevance documents as quickly as 

possible
4.  Nugget-based evaluation

•  Stochastic

5.  Estimating measures
6.  Inferring relevance judgments
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Depth-k pooling  
(TREC Standard Setup)
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Depth-k pooling 
(TREC Standard Setup)

TREC 8 test collection
•  50 topics, depth-100 pooling => 

86,830 judgments
•  30 sec per judgment =>

724 hours =>  18 weeks



Choosing Query-Document Pairs
•  Deterministic

1.  Depth-k pooling (standard method)
2.  Evaluating without judgments (automatic eval)
3.  Finding relevance documents as quickly as 

possible
4.  Nugget-based evaluation

•  Stochastic

5.  Sampling and Estimating measures
6.  Sampling and Inferring relevance judgments



Uniform random sampling
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Inferred Measures
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Confidence Intervals for Inferred Measures
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Confidence Intervals for Inferred Measures 



Stratified Random Sampling
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Comparison of the measures:  
Kendall’s Tau

statAP (stratified sampling)
xinfAP (stratified sampling)
infAP   (uniform sampling) 
b-pref  (uniform sampling)



Choosing Query-Document Pairs
•  Deterministic

1.  Depth-k pooling (standard method)
2.  Evaluating without judgments (automatic eval)
3.  Finding relevance documents as quickly as 

possible
4.  Nugget-based evaluation

•  Stochastic

5.  Sampling and Estimating measures
6.  Sampling and Inferring relevance judgments



Nugget-based Evaluation



Nugget-based Evaluation
Algorithm:

1.  Sample documents (stratified sampling)
2.  Extract nuggets

–  Smallest portion of text that constitutes 
relevant information

3.  Infer relevance
–  Matching algorithm between nuggets and 

documents
–  Threshold on relevance



Nugget-based Evaluation



Test Collection Construction

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 

QUERY: job search vancouver 
washington

DESCRIPTION: I would like to 
find web page that aggregate 
job opportunities in the IT 
industry in Vancouver, 
Washington.



2. Comparative Evaluation
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Comparing Retrieval Systems
•  Hypothesis: Expanding a short keyword query 

with synonyms will improve search engine 
effectiveness

•  Google:
–  Mean NDCG = 0.324

•  Google 
w/ Synonyms
–  Mean NDCG = 0.373

Google

Google w/ Synonyms



So what?

•  Is it possible 
that my results 
are just random?
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Google

Google w/ Synonyms

• Do these results support my hypothesis?

statistical
significance
testing



Hypotheses and Experiments

• Hypothesis:
–  Using an SVM for classification will give 

better accuracy than using Naïve Bayes
–  Expanding a short keyword query with 

synonyms will improve search engine 
effectiveness

•  Experiment:
–  Build a baseline system
– Modify it based on your hypothesis
–  Try both systems on one or more data sets



Statistical Significance Testing
•  Two hypotheses, e.g.

–  H0:  B-A = 0
–  Ha:  B-A ≠ 0 or B-A>0

•  System performance measurements over a 
sample of queries

•  A test statistic T computed from those 
measurements

•  The distribution of the test statistic under H0



Statistical Significance Testing

• We want to prove the null hypothesis 
wrong

• A p-value is 
–  the probability of sampling the test 

statistic T …
– … from a distribution obtained by 

assuming H0 is true
• If the p-value is low, conclude H0 is false



What Are Tests Telling Us?
•  Fisher: p-value is the likelihood of the 

data under H0
–  The p-value is a conclusion about this 

particular experiment only
–  Nothing more, nothing less

• Neyman-Pearson: p<0.05 means we can 
reject H0 as being unlikely to be true
–  p-values lead to inference about population
–  The p-value itself is not interesting; the 

inference is
–  Note that we do not accept that H1 is true!



What Are Tests NOT Telling Us?

• NOT the probability of H0 is true

• NOT the probability that the results 
are due to chance

• NOT whether the experiment is 
reliable



Commonly used tests

•  Non-parametric
–  Sign test/binomial test
–  Wilcoxon signed rank test

•  Parametric
–  Student’s t-test

•  Distribution-free
–  Randomization test
–  Bootstrap test



Student’s t-test

• Assumptions
–  follow normal distribution

• Statistic :

•  t-test performs well even when the 
normality assumption is violated [Hull 
SIGIR93]

145



Student’s t-test

146

€ 

ˆ µ = B − A = 0.214

€ 

ˆ σ B −A = 0.291

€ 

t =
ˆ µ 

ˆ σ B −A
n = 2.33

Quer
y

A B B-A

1 .25 .35 +.10

2 .43 .84 +.41

3 .39 .15 -.24

4 .75 .75 0

5 .43 .68 +.25

6 .15 .85 +.70

7 .20 .80 +.60

8 .52 .50 -.02

9 .49 .58 +.09

10 .50 .75 +.25



Student’s t-test

€ 

p − value = 0.02

€ 

ˆ µ = B − A = 0.214

€ 

ˆ σ B −A = 0.291

€ 

t =
ˆ µ 

ˆ σ B −A
n = 2.33



Randomization test
•  Loop for many times {

–  Load query scores for 2 systems
–  Randomly swap values per topic
–  Compute average for each system
–  Compute difference between 

averages
–  Add difference to array
}

•  Sort array
•  If actual difference outside 95% differences in 

array
–  Two systems are significantly different

Query A

1 .25

2 .43

3 .39

4 .75

5 .43

6 .15

7 .20

8 .52

9 .49

10 .50

B

.35

.84

.15

.75

.68

.85

.80

.50

.58

.75



Bootstrap test

•  Loop for many times {
–  Load topic scores for 2 systems
–  Randomly sample pair of scores w/ replacement
–  Compute average for each system
–  Compute difference between averages
–  Add difference to array
}

•  Sort array
•  If actual difference outside 95% differences 

in array
–  Two systems are significantly different



The Linear Model

• Statistical tests are classifier
–  Like classifiers, they are based on an 

underlying mode
– Unlike classifiers, we cannot evaluate 

them directly

• The t-test is based on a linear 
regression model



Mixed Effects Models

• T-test

yij = �i + bj + �ij

the value of a 
measure calculated 

on query j for 
system i

βi : system i

bj � N (0,�2
1)bj : query j

�ij � N (0,�2)εij : residual error 



Mixed Effects Models

•  In the statistical programming 
environment R

lme(effectiveness ~ system, data=data, random=~1|query) 



Mixed Effects Models

• T-test

yij = �i + bj + �ij

the value of a 
measure calculated 

on query j for 
system i

βi : system i

bj � N (0,�2
1)bj : query j

�ij � N (0,�2)εij : residual error 
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Sources of Variance in IR

Results 

Judges 

Search Algorithms 



Multiple Sources of Variance
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Variance due to Document Collection



Simulation of multiple collections

✗

✗

✓

✓

✓

✗

✓

✓

✗

✗

✗

✗

9.6592    
9.5761    
9.4919    
9.4784    

9.2693    
9.2066    
9.1407    
9.0824    
9.0110    
9.0084    
8.9826    
8.9351

Actual Experiment:
•  Consider multiple corpora

Simulation :
•  Sample collection w/ 

replacement
•  Bootstrap sampling of scores
•  Bootstrap on scores with 

noise (Kernel Density 
Estimation)

•  Carefully fitted smooth model





Mixed Effects Models

• Single source of variance
– Query effect

yij = �i + bj + �ij

the value of a 
measure calculated 

on query j for 
system i

βi : system i

bj � N (0,�2
1)bj : query j

�ij � N (0,�2)εij : residual error 



Mixed Effects Models

• Two sources of variance
– Query effect
– Collection effect (within query variance)

yijk = �i + bj + cij + �ijk

cij � N (0,�2
2)bj � N (0,�2

1) �ijk � N (0,�2)



Mixed Effects Models

•  In the statistical programming environment R
lme1 <- lme(effectiveness~system, data=df, random=~1|query/system)

summary(lme1) 

Random effects: 
Formula: ~1 | query

(Intercept) 
StdDev: 1.539644 

Formula: ~1 | system %in% query
(Intercept) Residual 

StdDev: 
0.6191864 0.6386645 

Fixed effects: y ~ system 
Value Std.Error    DF t-value p-value 

(Intercept) -1.3445 0.2438470 846 -5.514077 0.0000 
system2  0.0999 0.1343512 46  0.744112 0.4606 

 





Mixed Effects Models

• Two sources of variance
– Query effect
– Collection effect (within query variance)

yijk = �i + bj + cij + �ijk

cij � N (0,�2
2)bj � N (0,�2

1)

Heteroscedastic Model

�ijk � N (0,�2
ij)





Mixed Effects Models

•  In the statistical programming environment R

lme2 <- lme(effectiveness~system, data=df, random=~1|query/system,
weights=varIdent(form=~1|query*system))  

Random effects: 
Formula: ~1 | query

(Intercept) 
StdDev: 1.447164 

Variance function:  
Structure: Different standard deviations per stratum 
Formula: ~1 | query* system 
Parameter estimates: 

1*1  1*2 2*1 2*2 ... 
1.0000000 1.6108387 1.3969085 1.5405710 ... 

Fixed effects: y ~ system 
Value Std.Error DF t-value p-value 

(Intercept) -1.4385 0.22266286 846 -6.460817 0.0000 
system2 0.1834 0.09844907 46 1.863342 0.0688 

 

Formula: ~1 | system %in% query
(Intercept) Residual 

StdDev: 0.4537618 0.186183





Variance due to Measure Parameters



Mixed Effects Models

€ 

yijk: value of a metric on topic j for system i with parameter pk
α i :  effect of system i
βj :  effect of topic j
ϕ j pk :  interaction of topic with RBP parameter
κ ij :  system/topic interaction effect
γ ijpk : interaction of system/topic with RBP parameter
ε ijk :  system/topic/parameter interaction effect

yijk = �i + (�j + �jpk) + (�ij + �ijpk) + �ijk





Variance due to Query Intents



Mixed Effects Models

• Two sources of variance
– Queries
–  Intents (within queries)

                yijk = βi + bj +cij + εijk

Value of a metric for 
system i on query j 

intent k
Effect of 
system i

Effect of 
query j

Effect of 
sampling 
subtopics

Residual 
Error

bj~ N(0,σ1
2),    cij~ N(0,σ2

2),     εijk ~ N(0,σ2)



Summary of comparative evaluation

•  Always do significance tests
–  Model all the effects
–  Check your assumptions

•  Don’t just report p-values or * to indicate 
significance
–  Always report confidence intervals

•  Always take results of tests with a grain of 
salt
–  Especially when the effect size is low
–  Build your intuition and use it



Challenges in collection-based evaluation

•  Do users and judges agree on relevance?
–  Particularly difficult for personalized search
–  Particularly difficult for specialized documents 

•  Do summary aggregate scores reflect users satisfaction?
–  Do real users agree with MAP@1000? NDCG@5?

•  Ambiguous queries are particularly hard to judge realistically
–  Which intent is most popular? Which others are important?
–  Judges need to correctly appreciate uncertainty

•  How do you identify when relevance changes?
–  Temporal changes: Document changes; Query intent changes

•  It’s expensive to collect new labels



Different approaches 
to evaluation

• User-studies

• Collection-based 
evaluation

•  In-situ evaluation
– A/B Testing
–  Interleaving


